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Tonight, |'m boiling a regular 
gift from some locals.

They leave it outside 
my door and run, 

hoping it'll keep me 
away from their sons. 

But those young bucks, 
they come looking for me. 

Think the crazy British 
mambo in the woods might 
learn them a thing or two. 

We're just 
about ready 

here.

It takes hours, 
sometimes days, 
for the head to 
boil down into 

glue.

Several more hours 
for the glue to work.

But when it works well, 
| convene with my 

personal spirit guide.

Sid Vicious, my punk 
voodoo djab…
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When assistant editor Kyle Adrukiewicz joined the team here at Valiant he brought a few new 
elements to the office. For starters he brought his Mandy Pantinkin-style beard, an almost in-
sane passion for the Buffalo Bills (which didn’t exactly mix well with the Jets, Giants, Cowboys 
and Lions fans), and he’s also introduced his own art wall, where he tracks the coolest art he 
has received and the coolest art he has seen that week.

It is a simple yet effective technique that keeps a creative spark active for not only Kyle, but 
everyone else in the office as well. With his desk placed right up front, you can’t leave for the 
day without passing by and catching a glance at what this week’s choices are. Many great 
artists have been featured so far including Ramon Villalobos’ take on Green Lantern, and Mar-
tin Ansin’s awesome Ghost in the Shell print. Though the highlight for us is the artwork from 
all of Valiant’s upcoming titles. Even we can’t help but get even more excited about VALIANT 
NEXT when up on the wall there are new Paolo Rivera pages from the THE VALIANT or new Mico 
Suayan art for BLOODSHOT: REBORN. It’s one thing to have six new projects announced, but it 
means so much more when you get to see those projects take shape before your very eyes.

The day-to-day grind of making comic books is not always an easy process. It’s a lot of hard 
work and it helps to have a reminder of just how awesome the job really is. Nothing does that 
better when bustling around the office than having to stop and stare because the new art on 
the wall for the week is freaking amazing. It’s worked for us, so maybe you should start asking 
yourself, “What’s the coolest art I saw this week,” and put that on a wall of your own!

Til Next Time,
Compass points
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